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Abstract: The paper presents analyses of the implementation of IoT in the patent technology of
the remote measuring laboratory (VMLab). The technology allows to create a new electrical
connection between different devices, where the connection diagram was not defined before.
This may be done remotely around the world. To begin with, an application of this technology
as a remote measuring laboratory is presented and described. Analyses of the possible application
of IoT technology in the Remote Measurement Laboratory (VMLAB) with a final design are also
presented. The research focuses on an efficient way to retrieve measured values synchronized
over the Internet from multiple measuring devices and controllable devices, without an Ethernet
or Wi-Fi interface from the manufacturer. The analyses may also be useful when implementing
an additional IoT approach to existing systems.
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1 Introduction

Remote laboratory can be generally introduced as a very useful educational tool,
especially in distance learning in secondary schools or at universities. It can be applied
especially in engineering or physics courses. The remote laboratory with limited
functions can be assigned even as a student project in automation or measurement
classes. [Bonavolontá, 19]. The Department of Theoretical and Industrial Electrical
Engineering (DTIEE) at the Technical University of Košice, Faculty of Electrical
Engineering and Informatics is focused on the education of young engineers and
research in the field of industrial electrical engineering, but not only. Knowledge and
experiences with electrical circuits and measurements are required for electrical
engineering students but also for students of informatics at the university. The academic
community is greatly influenced by the innovation process improvement and the results
of the specific research projects. When we want to keep up with the recent modern
systems, innovations, and technologies, we have to realize that we are facing several
problems in the educational process. We have usually limited time and lack of teaching.
The typical situation in the class is when one teacher guides 12-15 students during the
lesson in the laboratory. The Common task of students is to build an electrical circuit
and measure some parameters of the circuit. Due to lack of time, equipment, and staff
per task, only few students get chance to build the entire electrical circuit. Most of the
students are just in a role of observers. The capacity of the laboratories and number of the professionals do not allow every student out of several hundred to create their own circuit and get experienced. Another problem that requires relatively great effort is to conduct this type of courses within the distance learning, especially e-Learning. These days, the Internet is commonly used to provide educational materials in electronic form. The e-Learning term, used earlier in the definition of education methods containing electronic aids has been used as an equivalent for Internet-based distance learning. Internet connectivity and communication allow the worldwide distribution of the resources (software, hardware, knowledge or data) and get to the workers or students in their home’s environment. Even the technology is originally intended to be used within the education process or in the academic field, it can also be used in the production field of area. [Kováč, 16]. This issue is of particular importance in times of pandemic (Covid-19) when the full-time form of study is severely limited.

The prototype of the Remote Measurement Laboratory VMLab has been designed [Kováč, 09] and implemented [Vince, 11]. However, the prototype was focused on the technology only. Other features have been neglected. The prototype uses deprecated interfaces like LPT, RS232, etc. To further maintain and expand this prototype, it is essential to keep up with the times. This means applying a new approach to the system of remote measurement laboratory VMLab.

The term Internet of Things (IoT) became widely used in the 1990s. It starts with several technologies associated with the sensors development and automation connected to the web pages. Wireless sensor network development has resulted in an expansion of IoT applications in different areas such as homes, healthcare and also industry. There are a lot of opportunities with IoT technologies by providing effective, real-time Internet operations. There are many problems in integrating many stand-alone IoT systems associated with measurement and instrumentation practices to make sure required accuracy in the application environment is reached. [Jardim-Goncalves, 19]. The IoT-GSI (Global Standards Initiative on the Internet of Things) from 2014 defines IoT as “the infrastructure of the information society”. IoT created the technology by integrating the physical world with computer systems. It includes machine and human and machine to machine interconnection via smart devices such as actuators, sensors, software and electronics. The IoT technology has become more widespread in nearly all areas of smart cities or automation. Environments with Internet connection expects to handle large quantities of data from many places. The efficiency has to be taken into account. The IoT has been developed into one of the platforms in the energy or smart city Internet. [Theera-Umpon, 18] but also in different forms of smart services such as the Industry 4.0, smart medical care, etc. [Lin, 18].

This paper shows possibilities to upgrade existing systems based on sensors and actuators using different interfaces like RS232 and others to IoT system.

2 Variable conductive connections technology

One of the main advantages of such a variable conductive connection technology solutions lies on the variability and adaptability which will guarantee competitiveness and greater production efficiency. Because the production process as well as its modification can be automated for other activities, the subjective human factor often responsible for errors could be suppressed.
2.1 Variable electrical connections structure

The structure of such variable connection technology is shown in the Figure 1. The entire technology consists of the following components: electrical connection lines, switches cards and electrical components.

Electrical components are e.g. devices with ability to communicate with PC, any non-sophisticated components like electrical resistor, coil, capacitor and special impedance component up to the microcontrollers, various power sources (AC, DC) or measurement devices like voltmeter, ammeter, wattmeter or more sophisticated devices like oscilloscope, analyzers etc. Each electrical circuit can vary in number of the electrical components as well as in number of the terminals. Most of the components have 2 terminals – impedances, voltmeters, power sources, etc. Some of them might have more connectors like wattmeter, complex impedance, or logical electrical circuits.

Each terminal (connector) of electrical component is connected to the one of switches card. Switches card is a special electrical equipment which can connect the terminal of the electrical component with specific electrical connection line. For each connection line there is one single pole single throw switch (relay) on the switches card.

![Variable electrical connections structure](image)

*Figure 1: Variable electrical connections structure*
If two or more different terminals of various device needs to be connected, the terminals will be connected on single electrical line using specific switches on each card. The terminals, which should not be connected, needs to be attached to different connection lines or should not be attached to any electrical connection line at all - depending on current connection configuration.

2.2 Existing prototype description

This technology was used at the Department of Theoretical and Industrial Electrical Engineering, at the FEI of the TUKE to build a remote measurement laboratory. The remote measurement laboratory is used as a part of industrial engineering e-learning possibility. Abbreviation VMLab is an acronym from the Slovak title “Vzdialene Meracie Laboratorium”. The laboratory allows users to create basic electrical circuits and to measure its parameters in a remote way. Students can design electrical circuits themselves and measure specified parameters according to the task. Remote measurement does not make simulations; it helps to build the designed circuit and it provides real measured data. Of course, the devices have set limits like maximal current in power sources so the devices will not be damaged in case of a wrong circuit structure containing short circuit.

This existing prototype has 16 connection lines and 64 switches cards. Therefore, it can connect 32 2-terminal devices or up to 21 3-terminal devices, etc. Various terminal number devices can be used as well. The limitation is the total number of the terminals. It is possible to create up to 16 different connections between devices. This limitation is just a limitation of the prototype. It is possible to build a functional unit with different number of the connection lines or different number of the switches cards as it was mentioned above.

Real existing connection lines used in the Remote measurement laboratory are shown in the Figure 2. Electrical connection lines are connected with the switches card using a DB-37 connector which is commonly used in RS-422 communication. Remote measurement laboratory is using 16 electrical connection lines. By using the DB-37 connector each connection line could be double-pinned. It allows to increase a maximum electric current limitation. Existing connection lines can handle up to 10A.

Switches card used in Remote Measurement Laboratory system is shown in the Figure 3. On the switches card you can see two connectors: the DB-37 to reach electrical connection lines as it was written above and a DB-25 for switches card control. The DB-25 port is well known as a LPT port.

2.3 VMLab devices

Devices connected to the cards can be seen in the Figure 4. Hardware part of the VMLab. Switches cards are located on the top of the devices and the electrical elements, as can be seen in the figure. Devices and electrical elements placed on the shelves are connected to the proposed switches cards. There are several devices like digital multimeters (DMM) UT803 as voltmeters and ammeters, manageable AC power sources (AC250K1D), DC power sources (BK Precision 9122), Power Analyzer (Lutron DW-9020). All these devices are using RS232 interface. Various resistors and loads with specific impedances are used as well. List of connected devices corresponds to the main focus of the remote laboratory – basic AC and DC electrical circuit
education. It is not a restriction and can be changed for different laboratory focus with different devices.

Figure 2: Created Electrical connection lines used in VMLab

Figure 3: VMLab switching card

Figure 4: Hardware part of the VMLab
3 Original VMLab control solution

3.1 VMLab system structure

The VMLab as a system consist of three main parts as shown in the Figure 5. The main parts are VMLab client, VMLab server and VMLab hardware part. The VMLab client is used by users to design electrical circuit and control the measuring process by setting the power sources voltage level and reading measured values. The VMLab server is responsible for providing necessary data to client and control VMLab hardware part according to the client requests. The VMLab hardware part consists of special hardware (switching cards, electric lines etc.) and devices like measuring devices, power sources as well as electrical components like resistors coils, capacitors other electrical components used in the proposed electric schema.

First, the VMLab client gets a list of connected devices in the VMLab. Then the client starts to create own electrical circuits using devices specified by the VMLab server. Multiple clients at one moment can get the VMLab connected devices list and build an own electrical circuit. However, only one client at the time can proceed in measure process. Other clients have to wait while the server is occupied in the measuring process. The VMLab client during the measuring process can change the voltage value of power supplies used in the electrical circuit.

![Figure 5: The original control of VMLab schematic](image)

The client gets values of all measuring devices - voltmeter, ammeter, or power meter used in an electrical circuit. The VMLab client during the measuring process is shown in the Figure 6. The VMLab client communicates with the VMLab server directly by custom messages over TCP/IP protocol. All messages are in non-encrypted form, only authentication credentials is encrypted by MD5 algorithm.
3.2 VMLab server control mechanism

The VMLab server builds custom electrical circuit designed by VMLab client. The circuit is built using switching cards and relays on the card as shown in the Figure 1. The VMLab server controls switching cards (Figure 3) by parallel digital signals using LPT port. Three values are sent over LPT: an address, an upper byte, and a lower byte. The address specified card’s relays will be changed. Next two bytes determine, which relays will be activated. Already built VMLab prototype supports up to 16 different electrical connections determined by Electrical connection lines (see the Figure 1). Lower byte affects 8 relays connected to Electrical connection lines 0..7 and upper byte affects another 8 relays connected to electrical connection lines 8..15.

All measuring devices (voltmeters, ammeters and wattmeters) and controllable power supplies used in the VMLab support the RS232 communication interface. The VMLab prototype contains over 15 digital meters and 5 power supplies. Communication with all controllable devices in the original control solution is made by a chain of USB hubs and USB/RS232 converters.

3.3 Original VMLab control system upgrade challenges

The prototype was focused to solve technical challenges related to variable electrical connections. The original VMLab control solution has several security and technical weaknesses.

First of all, the security weaknesses have to be solved. Unencrypted communication between the client and the server is high risk and not acceptable
nowadays. The VMLab server is technically protected against the damage by power source maximum set current limitation – shortcut protected etc. But the attacker could be able easily steal identity of authorized users or disrupt the measuring process. Also, MDS algorithm could not be considered as a secure one [Gillela, 19].

Another potential security risk is in the direct accessing to the VMLab server from the global network. The direct access can expose the server into various vulnerabilities that can lead to different cyberattacks. Therefore, high demands on security and monitoring services must be considered. [Sood, 12], [Apiecionek, 15], [Shatilin, 18].

There are also technical challenges that must be solved especially two of them. The first is related to the switching card control system. In current version the LPT port is used. The LPT port was quite common port firstly intended as a simple printer interface. The LPT also presented an easy way to generate digital signal directly from PC. Therefore, it was also often used for controlling different devices like plotters, CNC machines etc. Now the LPT port belongs to the legacy ports and was replaced by the USB port. Also, in the OS Windows XP and newer, the direct access to the LPT pins are complicated. [Axelson, 02], [Semerenko, 05]. The VMLab is using 8 data signals and 3 control signals (Strobe, Linefeed, Initialize). The control signals specify, if data signals determine the address of switching card or LOW or HIGH byte of 16 bit value - which relay has to be activated.

Another technical challenge that has to be solved is that the relatively huge number of the devices communicate via the serial ports. The VMLab prototype needs to communicate with 20 devices via RS232 interface. The original control solution creates chain of the USB hubs and USB/RS232 converters. Such solution presents a cheap way of increasing the number of RS232 interfaces. On the other hand, this solution becomes unstable when multiple devices try to communicate with PC at ones. Experiences show that an actual solution become unstable when over 6 devices communicate at ones with steady data stream. This number could vary according communication baud rate and communication intensity. There exist solutions like special HW cards to extend the number of RS232 ports, but such a solution is quite expensive and reliable on a driver support from a manufacturer. Such a special hardware is often sensitive for Operation System (OS) updates or upgrades.

4 IoT VMLab implementation analysis

The maintenance, actual weaknesses described in chapter 3.3 and future expansion of the VMLab prototype requires technological upgrade of the communication system of the VMLab. The VMLab could be considered as a system of sensors (multimeters, power meters, etc.) and actuators (power sources and switching cards). Taking it to the account actual trends, IoT approach in VMLab communication system seems to be as an effective solution.

The optimal situation is, when the IoT approach is implemented into the system from the design. But there are situations, when the IoT has to be implemented into already existing systems. The effective additional implementation means that the implementation of the new or upgraded parts of the system should cause minimal changes of the rest part of the system.
4.1 RS232 to Internet

As it was mentioned in chapter 3.3, the one of the most important technical challenges is to solve a problem with multiple device communication over RS232 simultaneously. One of the solutions would be to apply the IoT for each device. There are already many solutions working as an interface between RS232 and Internet protocols [USR IOT, 20]. Such solution would not be an effective, especially when using a wireless connection. Such a number Wi-Fi clients in a small area could cause an interference problem and could have an influence on measuring circuits as an EMC problem. Therefore, more effective way would be in creating groups of devices, where each group would send data over one Wi-Fi client – IoT device. There are also the commercial solutions like [Perle, 20], but these solutions are extremely expensive – thousand euros.

Most similar interface to the RS232 is UART - Universal asynchronous receiver-transmitter. The significant difference is a voltage level of logical signals. The RS232 uses the positive and the negative voltage values from 3V up to 25V, where the most PCs swing signals from -12V to 12V and logical high (1) is represented by negative voltage [Lindblom, 10]. Such a high voltage logic level differential makes RS232 more resistant to interference. The UART is using positive voltage level only, where logic LOW (0) is represented by 0V and logic high (1) 3.3V or 5V. There are also differences in RS232 HW control signals. UART uses data pins Rx and Tx only. RS232 can optionally use additional signals like CTS (Clear to Send), RTS (Request to Send), DTR (Data Terminal Ready) etc. All microcontroller units (MCU) including IoT MCUs support UART communication. There are several ways to interconnect RS232 and UART interface. From simple logic level converters [Picsprojects, 09] to special integrated circuits (IC) where the most used is MAX232. MAX232 supports 2 signals pair converting for each direction [Instruments, 04]. First pair means to be data signals Rx and Tx. The other pair can be used for control signals like CTS and RTS. If no HW control signal needed, the second pair can be used for other data signal. This way the one MAX232 can convert simultaneously two different communication connections between the RS232 and the UART. A module with converting of four different RS232 using two MAX232 was designed and implemented. The module prototype is microcontroller independent. It can be connected to any controller suitable to handle four different UART communication. Already created 4xRS232-UART interface module is shown in Figure 7.

![Figure 7: 4x RS232 - UART interface module](image)
Among often used common IoT microcontroller in prototype projects is an ESP8266. The ESP8266 provides efficient power usage thanks to highly integrated SoC solution. Reliable performance for advance purposes and compact design makes the microcontroller suitable for the Internet of Things industry field. The microcontroller itself is capable to act as a server performing as a standalone application or act as a client connected to another server. Therefore, the MCU (Micro Controller Unit) ESP8266 can be used for various purposes without changing or buying expensive modules. In addition to the ESP module consist of another enhanced 32-bit processor (Tensilica’s L106 Diamond) [Espressif, 18]. Default CPU clock speed is 80 MHz, but with overclocking and more power consumption the CPU clock speed can be set up to 160MHz [AI-Thinker, 17]. The ESP8266 chips are made by various vendors like AI-Thinker, Espressif Systems and DOIT. The differences between the vendors chips are in flash memory size, dimensions, thermal tolerance, number of pins, antenna shape and size, etc. Manufacturers proposed and created development boards which provides much easier access and usability for developers. The first development board which was using the ESP8266 chip was made in 2014. The big advantage of such a development board is in open-source platform. That brings to market various shape and sizes development boards with the ESP modules on it. Almost all of them are for programming using a USB-TTL bridge which are for many users much more convenient than an external programmer. For instance, most of them are using a CP1202 or CH340 USB-TTL converter. Another common thing that various ESP development boards have is a SHT header connection. However, the ESP chips itself are SMD only. Except of digital pins the newest development boards can handle analog signals from 0-1.0V up to 0-3.3V [NodeMCU, 15]. The ESP module and the development board NodeMCU are illustrated in the Figure 8.

The ESP8266 is also fully compatible with an MQTT standard. The MQTT (Message Queuing Telemetry Transport) is a light messaging transport protocol based on publish/subscribe messaging and works on top of the TCP/IP commonly used in machine to machine (M2M) communication. Advantages of the MQTT are describe in [Lin, 18]. The main disadvantage using the ESP8266 microcontroller as a RS232-Wi-Fi is that the ESP8266 has only one full hardware UART interface.

![ESP8266 and development board NodeMCU ESP8266](image)

Figure 8: ESP8266 and development board NodeMCU ESP8266

There is also the second UART, but it is for sending debug data only. This technical problem can be partially solved by the UART software solution. Limitation of such solution is that even multiple software serial interfaces can be defined, only one of the software serial interfaces can read data at once [Arduino, 19]. It means The ESP8266 has to switch the devices to read from. VMLab does not require real-time measurement or control where reaction in milliseconds would be required. Any change in topology
or power source output values are a matter of seconds. For steady state measurements sequential communication with the devices like multimeters or power sources would be also sufficient. The block schema of such connection is shown in the Figure 9.

![Figure 9: ESP8266 RS232 IoT solution for serial communication](image)

In some cases, simultaneous communication with all connected devices could be required. In the measurement process by the VMLab it would be required if the measurement of transients would be applied or signal wave should be captured – oscilloscope. In such case a microcontroller with multiple hardware UART would be required. One of the solutions would be to use well known ATmega2560 supporting 4 UART interfaces and it would send the data to the ESP8266 via another interface like SPI, I2C or a SoftwareSerial. The more powerful solution would be in using microcontroller with higher number of UART interfaces and Internet connection capability. One of such a microcontroller could be STM32F746ZG. The STM32 microcontrollers are 32-bit microcontrollers with high-speed processor core type of ARM Cortex-M7 which operates at 216MHz. That could provide fast and precision operations. The microcontroller contains two memory types – SRAM (512 kB) and Flash memory (1MB). [STMicroelectronics, 20]. Microcontroller STM32F746ZG and Nucleo-144 Developing Board is shown in Figure 10.

![Figure 10: Microcontroller STM32F746ZG and Nucleo-144 Developing Board](image)

The microcontroller has 4 USART (can be used as UART) and another 4 UART interfaces and 10/100 Ethernet port also. Using this ARM microcontroller with DSP instructions would be more effective, especially when real-time measurement would be required or when Wi-Fi EMC issues would be expected from the nature of the measurement. The block schema of STM32 solution is shown in Figure 11.
4.2 IoT alternative to LPT implementation

As it was mentioned in the chapter 3.3, another technical problem to solve is in finding alternatives for a deprecated LPT port. The LPT port is used in the VMLab to generate parallel signals controlling the VMLab switching cards (Figure 3). As it was mentioned in the chapter 3.2, the VMLab uses 11 digital signals - 8 data and 3 control pins. Additionally, another 3 signals are originally used to control the power of the whole VMLab device table. When certain time period no client is connected to the server, the VMLab device table is turned off as a “stand by” mode for energy and devices saving reasons. During the server startup, while hardware is initialized, few time digital signal value of LPT pins is changed in a short period. To avoid short time power switching of the whole VMLab table, a specific combination of 3 digital signals is used to turn on the power of the VMLab device table. The VMLab server for this function originally uses additional LPT port. That means, 14 digital signals are required to control VMLab device table including the power management.

The LPT port uses 5V signals so it can be replaced much easier with the microcontroller compared to the RS232 interface. From this point of view, any controller which can handle 14 GPIOs could replace such a function. From the datasheet [Espressif, 18], the ESP8266 has officially 16 GPIOs, but the use of multiple pins is limited and cannot be used as the regular GPIO pins [Snarpl, 20]. Alternative to ESP8266 is more powerful an ESP32 microcontroller, ESP32 showed in the Figure 12.

The ESP32 generally provides same features as the ESP8266 with dual-mode Bluetooth, data rates up to 150Mbps and antenna output power of 20 dBm in addition. The ESP32 modules are made in two versions. The one with the 160 MHz clock speed and the second with the 240 MHz clock speed. Both versions consist of dual-core or single-core CPUs where the SRAM can vary. In most cases the SRAM size is 520 kB. Another advantage of the ESP32 is in flash memory size, which is mostly 4MB, but in some versions the flash memory size can be up to 16 MB. [Espressif, 20].

Figure 11: STM32 RS232 IoT solution
The ESP32 has officially 38 GPIOs. It also has multiple pins use limitation [Santos, 18], but there are sufficient number of regular GPIO pins. A block scheme of the solution where the ESP32 is used is shown in the Figure 13.

Another interesting alternative would be to replace the whole VMLab server with the microcomputer with dedicated number of GPIO pins. An example of such microcomputer could be a single board computer Raspberry Pi or like a Banana PI, Orange PI, etc. The advantage of such microcomputer is that most of them support Wi-Fi and Ethernet connections so used connection type can be changed without any problem if necessary. For instance, Raspberry Pi 4 is based on Broadcom BCM2711, Quad core Cortex-A72 (ARM v8) 64-bit SoC 1.5GHz processor, 2 – 8 GB SDRAM (depending on the model) with standard 40 pin GPIO header [Jain, 14]. VMLab server is not based on simulation calculations so it does not require high computer computing power. The core function of the VMLab server is the VMLab client authenticating service, manage IO signals to the VMLab table, the control power sources, according the client requirements and forward all measured data to the client. All these core functions could be also achieved by a single board computer. The single board computer would not just replace parallel data communication interface (LPT port), but it could replace the whole VMLab server as a computer. There are also additional functions like the VMLab management interface, logging of connected users, created schemas, power source values and statistical outputs. Also, these additional functions should be able to run on single board computer, but versions with more RAM available and higher memory card capacity would be required. The block scheme of the solution where the single computer board is used is shown in the Figure 14.
Mentioned solution alternatives do not replace the PC parallel port (LPT) generally as a system port to make run old software and hardware again. There are many projects using LPT as an IO signals communication interface or a signal generator, for instance [Szabó, 13] or [Lunca, 15]. The solutions described above could be used in these types of projects.

5 VMLab software solution

5.1 Original software solution

Typically, the client/server software application are typically used in remote laboratory systems. The server application which directly interfaces to the physical laboratory equipment is situated near laboratory system itself. It provides more than just communication between a client application and laboratory equipment. The client app installed on users’ computers via Internet provides supervisory of measurement and automation process consisting of several individual tasks. The server as well as the client application can be implemented with the help of advance software tools. The advance software tools include functions that can handle communication via TCP/IP protocols to remote systems. These functions can be found in different software environments. [Bonavolontà, 19].

The original VMLab software solution Client and Server was implemented in Delphi were clients and server communicated directly by TCP messages. Communication procedure was already briefly described in the chapter 3.1. The server uses two different ports.

First port allows multiple clients and serve to send a list of all available devices or server status on request. The server can respond with two different stages status: Free and Busy. The Free means the server is prepared to accept client for measuring process. The Busy stage means that the server is already in measuring process with another client. From the client side there is also the 3rd server stage: The offline when the server does not respond on client connection request. The communication on the first port does not require authentication.

The second port is used for measuring process. It allows only one connection at the time. After approving correct credentials, the client sends the server first the circuit
scheme to build. Then the client sends the value of power sources used in the scheme. The server sends back to the client all measured value in the circuit on a regular basis, approximately every five seconds. The client sends new values of the power sources every time when the user updates the values. During the measuring process the circuits remain unchanged. After the measuring process is finished, the user can change the circuit topology and connect to the server again.

5.2 Updated VMLab software solution

The original architecture of the VMLab is shown in the Figure 5. A significant change from the original solution was made in 2016 where another part – remote database in WEB/DB server was implemented and VMLab became a distributed system. All data provided and required by server were moved to the MySQL database and PHP scripts providing access to the data were created. The updated VMLab scheme is shown in the Figure 15. The client and the server communicate directly only with the Web server and read and update data in the database via posting data to the called PHP scripts using the HTTP protocol. The client authentication process is now made by the WEB server. The WEB server is also responsible to ensure that only one client at the time can proceed measuring process by creating unique “measurement token”. All configuration settings – list of connected devices, mapping the device terminals with switching card (see the chapter 2.1), list of users’ credentials are now stored in the remote database. All these data are load by the VMLab server on startup. The VMLab server handles measuring process only now.

VMLab server load the current circuits’ scheme from the database and according to the configuration settings (mapped device terminals and switching card) sends instruction to the specific switching cards, set the value of the power sources from the DB updated by the client, read measuring devices and update measured values to the DB. Measured values are read by the client calling PHP script on a regular basis. Only the client with a valid measurement token can send circuit scheme, set wish value of power sources and read measured data.

Figure 15: Updated VMLab architecture

Creating additional part of the VMLab system by using the web server had brought several benefits. The first, moving all data to remote databases, new possibilities for remote managing the server was created with the possibility for user-friendly by simple web portal (PHP) instead of editing configuration files in the text editors as was done in the original solution. The second, the VMLab server has been relieved of multiple tasks, resulting in lower server hardware requirements. The VMLab server as a
computer can be easily replaced by a single board computer or even a microcontroller (see chapter 4.2). The third, but one of the most important new possibilities is much easier replacing VMLab client application by the web application running on the web server. The users would use only web browser on their computer instead of downloading and installing the application (windows supported only).

5.3 VMLab software IoT implementation design

The chapter 4 presented various possibilities for implementing the IoT microcontrollers, where the ESP, the Nucleo (STM) microcontrollers and the single board computer were taken into the account and several scenarios were presented.

The VMLab could be considered as a system of sensors and actuators. It does not require real-time reaction like various industrial processes. In this case there are various existing system optimized for smart homes, like systems based on the MQTT. The MQTT allows faster, secure and authenticated communication and it is much energy efficient compared to the HTTPS [Stephen, 12]. So, one of the possible solutions could be implementing the MQTT system. On the other hand, the MQTT is system of publishers and subscriber where the VMLab is not fully publish/subscribe system. Implementing of the MQTT would cause adding additional software part – the MQTT broker and fully rebuilds the whole communication system from the base. All VMLab components are powered up from the power line and the response time does not require real-time reaction so the least complicated solution seems to be using standard HTTPS protocols.

From the scenarios described in the chapter 4.1, the scenario with the ESP8266 (Figure 9) should be sufficient. It is more modular and partially tested solution. There could be also combined solution with the STM32F746ZG if necessary, where the STM microcontroller would handle UART communication with the devices and ESP8266 could be used as a communication interface with the server if real-time measuring data stream would be required in the future.

For LPT port replacement described in the chapter 4.2, as a more robust solution seems to be the alternative based on the single board computer (Figure 14). The main advantage against the ESP32 solution is not only that it can implement the WEB server part, but there could also be easily implemented various management and diagnostic tools. For the security reason [Sood, 12], it is more reliable to keep the VMLab hardware hidden from the WAN, so the clients would use official web server and would not connect directly the VMLab single board computer. Data transfer between the VMLab server (single board computer) and the WEB/DB server would be based data exchange based on the HTTPS.

From the above text, resulting design of the VMLab IoT implementing design in shown in Figure 16.
6 Conclusions

The IoT has become the one of the platform for the smart homes, smart cities, but also form of intelligent services such as the Industry 4.0. There are many special valuable technological projects were designed using deprecated technology in these days. Deprecated technology limits future extensions and reduces compatibility with new technologies. One of such a project is unique patented remote measuring laboratory VMLab at the Technical University of Košice. In this paper was described the current technological solution of the VMLab and the problems and weaknesses of the prototype were identified. Then the analyses of the possible solution have been performed and described. From the analyses, the final design of a new architecture based on the IoT components has been made. Even the analyses were performed on the VMLab technology, the scenarios described in the paper can be valuable information for similar projects based on deprecated interfaces like the RS232 or the LPT.

Implementation of the new architecture will allow to expand the VMLab technology to a new level and easily integrate it into more complex systems compatible with smart home, smart city or systems used in the Industrial 4.0.

7 Future Work

The future work is defined by The VMLab new architecture design implementation described in the paper. Some of the proposed solutions were successfully tested in the smaller projects, especially the issue of communication between devices equipped with the RS232 interface like multimeters and different IoT microcontrollers. As a most
complicated part of the new architecture seems to build the whole new VMLab client as a web application.

After implementing a designed architecture, new features have to be implemented like to observe measured signals with the oscilloscope, transient action by changing the topology during the measuring process. There should be also implemented the VMLab condition monitoring processes like an environment monitoring in case of the overheating malfunction device, develop and implement methods of the self-diagnostic.
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